Adventure Camp for Christ, Inc. Dress Code
Adventure Camp for Christ, Inc. being a Christian camp is operated according to scriptural standards.
Campers (and parents) are urged to exercise discretion and modesty regarding the selection of campers
clothing. Christian young people can hurt their testimony and possibly offend others by the clothing they
wear and the way they wear it. In general, outfits that are too tight or too short do not honor the Lord and
are not allowed. With this in mind, the following dress code will be used at Adventure Camp for Christ,
Inc.
Female Campers/Counselors and Staff
T-shirt or other garments with offensive or inappropriate writing, language or pictures are not allowed.
Shirts with plunging necklines are not allowed. Shoulder straps on tank tops must be at least two-fingerwidth wide (no cleavage or bra straps showing). Any tops that reveal underwear (or lack thereof) is not
allowed.
Bare-midriff (no tummies showing) clothing, short or mini-dresses/skirts are not allowed. Leggings may
be worn only if the remainder of the clothing is appropriate without the leggings.
Shorts must be modest in length. They are recommended to be mid-thigh. They should be as long as
your finger tips when standing with your arms at your side. No short shorts, split-sided jogging shorts or
spandex shorts will be permitted.
Swimwear must be one-piece style or tankini that covers the midriff completely (no tummies showing).
Suits with plunging necklines and/or high-cut leg openings are not allowed. Please bring a t-shirt or
swimsuit cover-up for walking to the pool.
Sturdy shoes such as tennis shoes must be worn to all camp activities. Sandals are allowed during freetime/non-activity times – NO BARE FEET!
Pierced jewelry is limited to earrings.
Male Campers/Counselors and Staff
T-shirt or other garments with offensive or inappropriate writing, language or pictures are not allowed.
Tank tops that are at least two-finger width wide and no low-cut arm openings (NO tank tops referred to
as wife-beaters are allowed). Shirts with low-cut arm openings are not allowed. Shirts must be worn at
all times when outside of cabin area except in the pool.
Shorts must be modest in length. They are recommended to be mid-thigh. They should be as long as
your finger tips when standing with your arms at your side. No short shorts, split-sided jogging shorts or
spandex shorts will be permitted. Boxers or other underwear should not be visible in any attire worn.
Modest swimwear is required.
Sturdy shoes such as tennis shoes must be worn to all camp activities. Sandals are allowed during freetime/non-activity times – NO BARE FEET!
No pierced jewelry is permitted.
The dress code is not intended to be heavy handed or restrictive, but for the purposes of avoiding any
problems before they start. If there are any questions about the article(s) of clothing, the camper’s
counselor will speak to him/her about it privately. In all cases, the Camp Director’s word will be final. No
Exceptions!
Thank you for your cooperation – We appreciate it!

